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REDIRECTING THE SPIRE
Be it spire, minaret, dome etc, religious buildings traditionally point 
toward the heavens. The proposal inverts this, pointing toward the 
individual and placing emphasis on the personal interpretation of 

faith, allowing for an intimate account of faith to be collected.
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You Are Here proposes the 
communication and personal 
interpretation of faith as the 
predominant factors in the practice of 

religion.

Dismissing the permanence of a built 
structure, the proposal uses a hot air 
balloon as a tool to broadcast, collate 
and disseminate ideas to both a local 

and global audience. 
Adopting the culturally relevant 
symbol of the Google pin, the proposal 
is made universally recognisable, 
enabling it to collect personal 
interpretations of faith, transmitted 
globally through the ceremonial 

release of the balloon to a new site.

Broadcasting a culturally relevant 
symbol with a deeply personal 
interpretation of faith, the project not 
only reacts to 21st century society, but 
acts as globally-communicating 
cultural arbiter to inform the 

ever-changing notions of faith. 

For centuries, religions have been 
deeply rooted to permanent symbolic 
forms designed to promote posterity 
and idealism. Consequently, the 
outward images generated have 
diminished in meaning/readability as 
societal and cultural interests have 
altered, becoming more a superficial 
icon than a powerful symbolic gesture. 
By using a recognisable pop 
iconograph, the Google pin, our 
proposal, adjacent to the Google HQ, 
provides a culturally relevant symbol 
and becomes instantly recognisable as 
a place of interest, a location that 
becomes pre-attentively attractive and 

brings people together.

Broadcasting a culturally relevant 
symbol with a deeply personal 
interpretation of faith, the project not 
only reacts to 21st century society, but 
acts as globally-communicating 
cultural arbiter to inform the 

ever-changing notions of faith. 

Encouraged by the locality of major art institutions such 
as Central Saint Martins, we propose the site to become 
a hub for boat-based craftspeople, who’s work will 
record inside the balloon the activities of the site, 
creating a constantly adapting visual interpretation of 
practicing faiths on site. In contradiction to the simple 
exterior, this record creates a complex, meaningful 
account of faith within the balloon. Using the 
impermanence of both balloon and boat, the proposal 
has wider influence, with the balloon, globally 
recognisable through its iconic pin form, able to travel 
and transfer the complex internal message to other 
reaches of the globe; whilst boats act as a think-belt, able 

to carry skills and crafts across canal networks.

BUILDING AS LOGO
Culturally relevant when built, the outward symbolism of religious 

buildings such as St Pauls Cathedral has diminished  through 
changing societal and cultural interests, to that of a superficial icon, 
dictating the skyline of London through defined viewing corridors.

Site Plan (1:500)

Craftspersons Boat Plan (1:100)

LONDON BROADCASTING CORRIDOR
Reinterpreting the symbolism of great religious buildings, the balloon 
uses the globally recognisable motif of the Google pin, making it 
relatable to contemporary cultural interests, whilst it’s adaptable 

floating form allows it to be seen by the widest audience.

DEVELOPING A MESSAGE
Continuing a tradition of decorative communication within many 
religious buildings, a think-belt of boat-based craftspeople record the 
events of the site, creating a constantly adapting, unifying interior 
message that is globally communicated when ceremonially released.

October
13-21- Navaratri_Hindu
31-All Hallowes Eve_Christian
see more

September
23- Yom Kippur_Jewish
26-Eid al Adha_Islamic
see more

August
13-Obon_Shinto
15-Blessing of Mary_Catholic
see more

June
18-Ramadan_Islamic
21-Solstice_Pagan
see more

May
4-Visakha Puja_Buddist
24-Pentacost_Christian
see more

April
5-Easter_Christian
14-Baisakhi _Sikh
see more

March
5-Magha Puja Day _Buddist
17-St.Patricks Day _Christian
see moreFebruary

3-Setsubun-sai_Shinto
19-Chinese NY _Buddist
see more

January
1-Gantan-sai_Shinto
7-Feast of Nativity_Christian
see more

November
1-Samhain_Pagan
11- Diwali_Hindu
see more December

8-Rohatsu_Buddist
25-Christmas_Christian
see more

January
1-Gantan-sai_Shinto
7-Feast of Nativity_Christian
see more

THE RELIGIOUS CALENDER
Not exclusive to any single religion, the adaptability 
of the site can accommodate the vast array of events 
in the religious calender, whilst the unifying record of  
undertaken by the think-belt communicates to a 
wider global audience.




